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“Simplest” system: p—D— 

➡ Most of the models predict repulsive interaction 
➡ Coulomb interaction included in all the models 
➡ Attraction might arise from 2-pion exchange 
➡ Possible pentaquark Θc (c-ud-ud) resonance 

(included in the Yamaguchi model) 

➡ Potential calculable with lattice QCD (not yet 
available)

Fontura et al, Phys. Rev. C 87 (2013) 025206 
Yamaguchi et al, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 014032 
J. Hofmann and M. Lutz, Nucl. Phys. A 763 (2005) 90-139 
J. Haidenbauer et al, Eur. Phys. J. A33 (2007) 107-117

H1, Phys. Lett. B588:17,2004

p-D- correlation function
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➡ Emitting source: hypersurface at kinematic freezout 
of final-state particles

C( ⃗k *) = ∫ S( ⃗r*) |ψ( ⃗k * , ⃗r*) |2 d3r *

The emitting source
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 Universal coreG( ⃗r * ,rcore, mT)



‘Tail’ Due to strong resonances

➡ Emitting source: hypersurface at kinematic freezout 
of final-state particles
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The emitting source
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ALI-PUB-483616

ALI-PUB-483591

Fit correlation functions of p—p and p—Λ pairs 
➡ Interaction precisely described 
➡ Gaussian source with radius as free parameter

Phys. Lett. B 811 (2020) 135849

Phys. Lett. B 811 (2020) 135849

Source size ~1fm makes the high-multiplicity pp system 
suitable for the study of hadron—hadron interactions 

p—D—

Data-driven modelling of the emitting source
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D- in Run 2

hadron decay channel c𝜏 (𝜇m) BR (%)

D— K+ 𝜋— 𝜋— 312 9,38

PDG2020, Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. (2020) 083C01

Excellent identification of D and D*  
Relevant sources of background 

1. Uncorrelated (K+ 𝜋— 𝜋—) background candidates 
➡ Parametrised from the measured C(k*) computed 

with D— candidates in the sidebands   
2. D— from D*— decays (~30% of D—) 

➡ p— D*— strong interaction not known, only Coulomb 
considered 

 All contributions to the correlation function  under control 
 Statistically at the limit for Run 2 but feasibility demonstrated 
 Paper in preparation !!
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D- p correlations in Run 3

Yamaguchi et al, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 014032 

J. Haidenbauer et al, Eur. Phys. J. A33 (2007) 107-117 
J. Hofmann and M. Lutz, Nucl. Phys. A 763 (2005) 90-139 
Fontura et al, Phys. Rev. C 87 (2013) 025206

Attractive

Repulsive

Projections  without improvement factor due to ITS2

In Run 3 we will test with precision the interactions among charm and non charmed hadrons 
11/18
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Which correlations could be of interest ?
Table 1: Selection of hadronic molecule candidates with a mass close to a
hadron-hadron mass threshold [14–16].

State Mass [MeV] Width [MeV] S-wave threshold [MeV] Coupled
Channels

X(3872) [14] 3872 ± 0.17 1.19 ± 0.21 D⇤0D̄0(�0.04),
D⇤+D̄�(�8.11)

⇡
+
⇡
�
J/ ,

⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
0
J/ 

X(3940) [14] 3942 ± 9 37 D⇤D
⇤
(-75 ±9 ) D⇤D̄

X(4140) [14] 4147 ± 4.5 83 ± 21 DsD
⇤
s
(-66+4.9

�3.2
) �J/ 

X(4274) [14] 4273 ± 8.3 56± 11 DsD
⇤
s
(-49.1+19.1

�9.1
) �J/ 

Zb(10610) [14] 10607 ± 2.0 18.4 ± 2.4 BB
⇤
(4±3.2 ) ⇡

±⌥(nS)
⇡
±
hb(nP )

Z±
b
(10650) [14] 10652.2±

1.5
11.5± 2.2 B⇤B̄⇤(+2.9) ⇡

±⌥(nS)
⇡
±
hb(nP )

P+
c
(4312) [15] 4311.9±

0.7+6.8

�0.6

9.8± 2.7+3.7

�4.5
⌃cD̄(�9.7) pJ/ 

P+
c
(4440) [15] 4440.3±

1.3+4.1

�4.7

20.6± 4.9+8.7

�10.1
⌃cD̄⇤(�21.8) pJ/ ,⌃cD̄⌃⇤

c
D̄

P+
c
(4457) [15] 4457.3±

0.6+4.1

�1.7

6.4± 2.0+5.7

�1.9
⌃cD̄⇤(�4.8) pJ/ ,⌃cD̄⌃⇤

c
D̄

T+
cc

[16] 3874.827 0.410 D⇤+D̄0(�0.273),
D⇤0D̄+(�1.523)

D0D0
⇡
+

to measured all the correlation functions for the hadron pairs listed in the third
column, providing unprecedented insight in the molecule structure.
As a proof of principle, we discuss here the case of the T+

cc
state newly observed

by the LHCb collaboration in the D0D0
⇡
+ spectrum with a mass of about 3875

MeV and a width of 400 keV [16]. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the measured
D0D0

⇡
+ invariant mass distribution together with the D⇤+D0 and D⇤0D+ mass-

thresholds. Considering the D0D⇤+ pair as possible constituents of an hadronic
molecule with the same properties as Tcc

+, a binding energy of 360 keV would
be evaluated and the central value of the corresponding scattering length would
be equal to a0 = �7.16 + i1.85 fm. Such a large value of the scattering length
(the negative sign implies the presence of the bound state) would manifest itself
clearly in the inversion of strength of the correlation function with respect to
unity as a function of the system size R. Considering a single-channel Gaussian
potential for the D0D⇤+ tuned to reproduced the mass and width of the sub-
threshold molecular state, we have computed the D0D⇤+ correlation functions
expected for four di↵erent values of the system size R. One can see that the
presence of the bound state manifests itself with an inversion of the correlation
shape when modifying the radius R from 1 fm to 5 fm. The interplay between
the real part of the scattering length a0, brings the correlation below unity for
su�ciently large sources. The measurement of a single colliding system at the
LHC would not allow to draw a firm conclusion on the presence of the bound
state, but a systematic scan of light-to-heavy colliding systems for this channel
and for all the others listed in Table 1 will allow to pin down the structure of

4

Tetraquarks with cc ?

Tetraquarks with bb   ?

Pentaquarks with cc ?

Tetraquarks with cc ?

Or all molecular states ?
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Correlation functions and bound states
➡ Correlation functions can be used to study the existence of bound states 
➡ Interplay between system size and scattering length can lead to a size-dependent modification of the correlation function 

in presence of a bound state

Y. Kamiya et al. arXiv:2108.09644v1

9

B. ⇤⇤ correlation function

In the lower panels of Fig. 6, our final results of the ⇤⇤
correlation functions are compared with the ⇤⇤ data in pp

collisions at 13 TeV (the left panel) and in pPb collisions at
5.02 TeV (the right panel) [9]. The solid lines denote our final
results with statistical and systematic errors of the HAL QCD
potential. The dotted green lines are the results with only the
quantum statistics effect. Although there are large uncertain-
ties of the experimental data at small q region, the agreement
of the solid line with the data indicates a weak attraction in
the ⇤⇤ channel without a deep bound state. This is consistent
with the conclusions in Refs. [8, 9].

The correlation functions calculated with the Lednicky-
Lyuboshits (LL) formula for identical spin-half baryon
pairs [33] are also plotted in the lower panels of Fig. 6 by
the dash-dotted line:

C(q) =1� 1

2
e
�4q

2
R

2

+
1

2
�C(q), (23)

�C(q) =
|f(q)|2

2R2
F3

⇣
re↵

R

⌘
+

2Ref(q)p
⇡R

F1(2qR)

� Imf(q)

R
F2(2qR), (24)

where F1(x) =
R
x

0
dt e

t
2�x

2

/x, F2(x) = (1 � e
�x

2

)/x,
F3(x) = 1 � x/2

p
⇡, and we make the effective range ex-

pansion of single channel ⇤⇤ scattering amplitude f(q) with
a0 = �0.78 fm and re↵ = 5.4 fm given in Table I. The same
non-femtoscopic parameters and the pair purity listed in Ta-
ble. II are used. We find that the single-channel LL formula
gives a good approximation to the fully coupled-channel re-
sults for wide range of q in both pp and pPb collisions. It
would be interesting to see whether high precision data for
C⇤⇤(q) in the future may reveal cusp structures at the n⌅0

and p⌅� thresholds as expected from the coupled channel ef-
fect.

C. System size dependence

The enhancement of C(q) for fixed R alone cannot con-
clude whether bound or quasi-bound state is generated by the
strong interaction. This can be demonstrated by using an an-
alytic model for neutral and non-identical particles C(q) =
1 +�C(q) with re↵ = 0 which is obtained from Eq. (24) as

�C(q) =
1

x2 + y2


1

2
� 2yp

⇡
F1(2x)� xF2(2x)

�
, (25)

with x = qR and y = R/a0. Shown in Fig. 7 is a contour
plot of C(q) in the x-y plane. The strongly enhanced region
C(q) > 2 indicated by the white area extends to both negative
and positive sides of y for x < 0.5. (Even if one introduces
the Coulomb attraction such as the case of p⌅�, this situation
does not change qualitatively as discussed in Appendix C.)

Scanning through the y-axis by changing the system size R
would provide further experimental information on the sign of
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FIG. 7. The contour plot of the correlation function C(q) in the LL
analytic model at re↵ = 0 as a function of x = qR and y = R/a0.

y. To demonstrate this, we show the p⌅� and ⇤⇤ correlation
functions for several different source sizes (R = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5,,
and 3 fm) in Fig. 8 with the HAL QCD potential (the thick
lines) and without the HAL QCD potential (the thin lines).

For the p⌅� correlation function, Fig. 8 implies that the
enhancement of C(q) due to strong interaction over the pure
Coulomb attraction is significant around R = 1 fm but is grad-
ually reduced toward the larger values of R. This is consis-
tent with the fact that we are in the negative y region as indi-
cated by Fig. 7. If the scattering length is in the bound region
(y = R/a0 > 0), we would expect that C(q) undershoots
the Coulomb contribution and may form a dip as a function of
x = qR. Thus the experimental studies of the p⌅� correlation
function in heavy-ion collisions corresponding to larger R are
of particular interest.

For the ⇤⇤ correlation function, Fig. 8 shows that the en-
hancement of C(q) due to strong interaction over the pure
quantum statistics has characteristic non-monotonic behavior
for q smaller than the N⌅ threshold. However, to make quan-
titative discussions for large R corresponding to the heavy-ion
collisions, more realistic source shape as well as the flow ef-
fect need to be taken into account [7], since the effect of quan-
tum statistics is particularly important in the ⇤⇤ correlation.

We note here that a high-momentum tail of the ⇤⇤ cor-
relation function above the N⌅ threshold was observed in
Au+Au collisions at RHIC [42], and a residual source hav-
ing a small size (Rres ' 0.5 fm) was introduced in previous
works [7, 22, 42]. Although it was suggested in Ref. [43] that
the coupled-channel effects may explain the high-momentum
tail in Au+Au collisions, the present analysis shows that such
a tail does not appear unless R is smaller than 1 fm as shown
in Fig. 8. Thus this issue is still left open for future studies.

C(q) = 1 +
1

x2 + y2

"
1

2
� 2yp

⇡

Z 2x

0
dt

et
2�4x2

x
� (1� e�4x2

)

2

#

x = qR y =
R

a0

R= source size 
q= invariant relative momentum 
a0= scattering length 

➡ A single measurement at fixed R does not suffice  
➡ A systematic measurements of different sizes is 

necessary : 
• pp (R= 1 fm), p-Pb( R= 1. 5 fm), Pb-Pb (R= 2-6 fm)

Interaction only 
attractive

Existence of a 
bound state
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y. To demonstrate this, we show the p⌅� and ⇤⇤ correlation
functions for several different source sizes (R = 0.9, 1.2, 1.5,,
and 3 fm) in Fig. 8 with the HAL QCD potential (the thick
lines) and without the HAL QCD potential (the thin lines).

For the p⌅� correlation function, Fig. 8 implies that the
enhancement of C(q) due to strong interaction over the pure
Coulomb attraction is significant around R = 1 fm but is grad-
ually reduced toward the larger values of R. This is consis-
tent with the fact that we are in the negative y region as indi-
cated by Fig. 7. If the scattering length is in the bound region
(y = R/a0 > 0), we would expect that C(q) undershoots
the Coulomb contribution and may form a dip as a function of
x = qR. Thus the experimental studies of the p⌅� correlation
function in heavy-ion collisions corresponding to larger R are
of particular interest.

For the ⇤⇤ correlation function, Fig. 8 shows that the en-
hancement of C(q) due to strong interaction over the pure
quantum statistics has characteristic non-monotonic behavior
for q smaller than the N⌅ threshold. However, to make quan-
titative discussions for large R corresponding to the heavy-ion
collisions, more realistic source shape as well as the flow ef-
fect need to be taken into account [7], since the effect of quan-
tum statistics is particularly important in the ⇤⇤ correlation.

We note here that a high-momentum tail of the ⇤⇤ cor-
relation function above the N⌅ threshold was observed in
Au+Au collisions at RHIC [42], and a residual source hav-
ing a small size (Rres ' 0.5 fm) was introduced in previous
works [7, 22, 42]. Although it was suggested in Ref. [43] that
the coupled-channel effects may explain the high-momentum
tail in Au+Au collisions, the present analysis shows that such
a tail does not appear unless R is smaller than 1 fm as shown
in Fig. 8. Thus this issue is still left open for future studies.

C(q) = 1 +
1

x2 + y2

"
1

2
� 2yp

⇡

Z 2x

0
dt

et
2�4x2

x
� (1� e�4x2

)

2

#

x = qR y =
R

a0

R= source size 
q= invariant relative momentum 
a0= scattering length 

➡ A single measurement at fixed R does not suffice  
➡ A systematic measurements of different sizes is 

necessary : 
• pp (R= 1 fm), p-Pb( R= 1. 5 fm), Pb-Pb (R= 2-6 fm)

Interaction only 
attractive

Existence of a 
bound state

Example: a0 = 5 fm

Pb-Pb R= 5 fm

pp R = 1 fm
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.09644.pdf


The           example 
Recent measurement of a tetraquark candidate by LHCb 
➡ Just below D0D*+ and D+D*0 thresholds → candidate to be a molecular state

Its nature can be assessed via the measurement of DD* correlations 
➡ In case of a bound state (Tcc+) the correlation function is expected to 

change from smaller to larger than unity for different source sizes

E. S. Swanson, Phys. Rept. 429 (2006) 243-305 0
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➡ Scan from pp to AA 
collisions needed 

➡ ALICE3 is the ideal 
detector for acceptance 
and purity for the heavy 
flavour signal 

T+
cc
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courtesy of Y. Kamiya, T. Hyodo

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370157306001475?via=ihub


ALICE 3 projections for the D*+D0

Projection according to 6 years of data taking  
Enough sensitivity to verify/exclude formation of bound state 
Although scan over wide range of source size needed 
➡ Necessity to perform measurement from pp to Pb—Pb 

Reminder: 
A comprehensive measurement of the correlations among 
proton, hyperons and kaons is necessary to pin down the source 
properties 
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Summary of the strong interaction studies between heavy flavour hadrons

Femtoscopy at the LHC has been established as a solid technique  to study  the residual strong 
interaction among hadrons  
Run 2: the (almost)  complete set of interaction u,d,s-s has been measured! 
Run 3: all the interactions among u,d,s -c,s will be accessed with high precision 
ALICE3:  c-c, b-b correlations will be measured in different colliding system to test residual 
strong interaction and study molecular state  
ALICE3 unique detector for its large geometrical acceptance and vertexing resolution for charm 
and beauty hadron and strange weak decays 
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BACKUP



D0D*+ correlation function in Pythia

C( ⃗k *) = 𝒩
Npairs

same(k*)
Npairs

mixed(k*)
500M Pythia8 (CR mode2) events simulated  
NB: D0 from D*+ decays are excluded because would probe D*+ D*+ 
interaction instead 
Flat at unity also for low k* → D0 and D*+ cannot come from same jet

D*

D—

c-

c

D

D—

c-

c
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 = 13 TeVsPythia 8.3 pp 
p source −p

 source-D −p
p source, scaled by 0.84 −p

Source size not necessarily the same for charm 
hadrons (depends on hadronisation) 
➡ Study performed with PYTHIA8.3 indicates that 

the source might be 25% lower than the p—p 
source for the corresponding <mT> 

➡ Added as systematic uncertainty

Calibrating the p-D-  source 



D0D*+ correlation function in Pythia
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C( ⃗k *) = 𝒩
Npairs

same(k*)
Npairs

mixed(k*)
Rising trend because charm and anti-charm quarks mostly come from same 
hard scattering

D

D*—

c-

c


